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A new stream of fresh vegetables is flowing to a Fox
Valley food program thanks to a triple play by the
Wisconsin Timber Rattlers baseball organization,
GreenStone Farm Credit Services and the Freedom
FFA.
As of Aug. 20, volunteer efforts of those three groups
had made possible the donation of 79 pounds of fresh
vegetables through the “Grow a Row for St. Joe”
project from a 30by20foot garden behind the left
field bleachers at Neuroscience Group Field of the
Fox Cities Stadium in Appleton.
“We’ll keep on doing it throughout the fall too as long
as vegetables are to be harvested,” said Jerrad
Radocay, corporate marketing manager for the Timber
Rattlers, a Midwest minor league affiliate of the
Milwaukee Brewers.
The St. Joseph Food Program is a nonprofit that for 32
years has made weekly distributions of fresh food and
nonperishable items to the elderly, working poor and
temporarily unemployed in the Fox Valley.
Karen Ziemke, development director for the program,
said St. Joe’s encourages community gardeners to
donate from their home vegetable patches. In recent
years, the program has expanded through partnerships
with churches, area farmers and other businesses that
have donated garden space. Ziemke said the biggest
challenge has been finding volunteers to work in those
donated corporate spaces. Fortunately, the Timber
Rattlers garden provides its own workers.

Hilary Bauer
Hilary Bauer, onfield marketing
coordinator for the Wisconsin Timber
Rattlers baseball team, held a harvest of
vegetables from the organization’s garden
in the Fox Cities Stadium in Appleton.
Students from the nearby Freedom High
School FFA chapter and agriculture classes
help tend the garden, which provides fresh
produce for the St. Joseph Food Program.

Radocay said the garden at the Fox Cities Stadium site was initially developed about four years ago
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by a former employee but went fallow last summer while the organization worked on a major
building project. He contacted GreenStone Farm Credit in Little Chute, which provided funds to get
the garden back in shape and purchase seeds and starter seedlings.
“Back there is just an open grass area,” Radocay said of the garden patch. “We kind of wanted to
more or less beautify the area and make it useful.”
Some of the gardening has been done by Timber Rattlers staff members, but Radocay found another
source of help. Among his contacts was Timber Rattlers baseball fan and parttime homegame usher
Paul Larson, who also happens to be the Freedom High School agriculture instructor and FFA
adviser.
Radocay is Larson’s boss and a good friend. When Larson found out produce from the revived
garden was destined for the food program, he spent some time helping with weeding and offered to
bring in students from the Freedom FFA program to work in the garden and help with harvesting and
cleanup at the end of the season.
Amanda Kroll, financial services officer for GreenStone, called it a home run for everyone involved.
“By involving other community organizations including the Freedom FFA Chapter to maintain the
garden for the food pantry, we are able to foster the next generation of agricultural leaders and
provide wholesome food to those in need,” Kroll said.
For St. Joe’s, the Timber Rattlers vegetable garden and others in their “Grow a Row” program have
made a huge difference in the amount of food St. Joe’s is able to distribute, Ziemke said.
“I can’t tell you how many pounds exactly, but I can tell you that last September we saved $10,000
that month alone on (purchased) produce because of everything that was donated, and that’s kind of a
significant amount,” she said.
The program also provides recipes and instructions for handling and preparing the vegetables.
“We do facetoface education with that, and right on the (distribution) line we have recipes,
especially for some of the odd things,” Ziemke said. “A few years ago, we had gobo root come in,
and nobody knew what to do with that. As soon as we put a recipe out, it was gone. They really enjoy
that.”
St. Joe’s also tries to incorporate fresh produce in its CHAMP (Community, Health, Activity,
Motivation and Prevention) Meal, which prepackages recipes and all the ingredients. Ziemke said it
gives people the opportunity to try a new recipe or menu item.
The Timber Rattlers garden has yielded onions, green peppers, tomatoes and squash with other fruits
and vegetables yet to come. Radocay said there have been a few challenges with the garden but
nothing a bit of fence couldn’t solve.
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“I guess the biggest challenge is that we had a few critters initially that were coming in and eating
some of the vegetables and some of the green pepper plants,” he said. “A couple home run balls were
hit into that area, but no damage to the plants.”
Radocay said the garden originally served to tidy up a weedy eyesore but now is quite attractive with
a back row of 7foot blossoming sunflowers. It has also yielded some ingredients for the ball club’s
chef, “but our main focus has been to give it all to St. Joe’s.”
“I think it fits into us being a true community organization and giving back to nonprofits,” he said.
Larson said GreenStone has a threeyear commitment to the Timber Rattlers garden project, so it will
at least be around that long.
“I know my connection with Jerrad will make sure that I’m out there helping, and I don’t do much
without bringing my kids along,” he said.
He plans to get his students more involved next year, including doing some of the planting and
helping get weed barriers down early in the season.
“To be honest with you, I don’t need any more garden time,” he said, laughing. “I know all about
gardening, but the kids really enjoy that, and they really learn a lot by doing that and getting involved
with that stuff.”
He said the Freedom FFA program encourages community service.
“If you can blend learning and service at the same time, then that makes a winwin for everybody,”
he said.
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